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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let G and H be groups of finite order II. A mapping f from G into H 
is called a planar function of degree n if, for each element T E H and 
24 E G* = G - (11, there exists exactly one x E G such that f(z~~)f(~)-’ = z. 
Every planar function between two groups or order n gives rise to an affine 
plane of order n, which is defined in the following way [2]. 
Points: the elements of the direct product G x H 
Lines: L(u, 5) = ((x, T, rf(ux)) ) x E G), u E G, T E H, L(v) = 
((~4 I CL~H)J=G. 
incidence: Set theoretic inclusion. 
All the known planar functions up to date are constructed from finite 
semifields of odd characteristic isotopic or commutative ones (cf. [4, Sec- 
tion 31). In particular, each degree of such planar functions is necessarily 
a power of a prime. However, it is unknown whether the degree of every 
planar function is, in general, a prime power [4,6,7]. 
The purpose of this article is to study the relation between planar func- 
tions and group algebras associated with them. 
In Section 2 some “group algebra” interpretation of planar functions is 
presented (Proposition 2.1). This, together with the regular (matrix) 
representation of the associated groups, gives a system of equations that 
has solutions in the n th cyclotomic field. As an application we give a result 
on planar functions of degree 3p, where p is a prime (Theorem 3.1). In par- 
ticular, this result rules out the possibilities for p > 5 and concludes that 
the smallest unknown case is n = 55 (cf. [7]). 
Throughout the article the terminology we use is standard and can be 
found in [2, 3, 51. 
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2. PLANAR FUNCTONSAND GROUP ALGEBRAS 
Let n be an arbitrary positive integer and let G and H be groups of order 
IZ. Throughout the section elements of G are denoted by small Roman 
letters and elements of H by small Greek letters; G= {a, b, c, . ..}. 
H= {a, B, Y, . ..>. 
Let f be a mapping from G into H and set S, = (XE G ( f(x) = a}, 
~EH, and ub,=ISal. If S,#& we set S,=&.s,x~C[G] and S;‘= 
L&X -I EC[G], otherwise S, = 3;’ = 0. Here C[G] is the group 
algebra of G over the complex number field C. 
Planar functions can be interpreted in the following manner. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. The function f is planar if and only if 
(Here we iden@ the number 1 with the identity element 1 E G.) 
Proof: Suppose f is planar. Let u and r be any elements of G* and H, 
respectively. Then, by definition of planar functions, there exists a 
unique element XE G such that f(ux)f(x)-’ = r. Set a =f(x). Then 
XE~-‘(CI)=S~ and UXE~-l(,a)=S,, and so u=(ux)x-~ES,;S;~. On 
the other hand the number of pairs (r, s-‘) E S,, x S;’ such that r-s-l = 1 
is (S,( if r=i, and 0 if r#l. Since Sror~cll=~TES~.CSESUrS-l and 
CorsH (S,( =n, we have 
A 
c &y= if r=l, 
CXEH otherwise. 
By Cl], given elements u E G* and T E H an equation f(x)-‘f(xu) = z also 
has a unique solution for x. 
Hence, similarly we have 
if z=L 
otherwise. 
Thus we have “only if” part of the proposition. Similarly we have “if” part 
of the proposition. 
Let I,+ be the regular matrix representation of G over @. Set 
Dm=cxE, $(x) if S, # 4, and D, = 0 (the zero matrix of degree n) if S = 4. 
Then, by Proposition 2.1, we have the following. 
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COROLLARY 2.2. If f is a planar function, then 
Here the sign “t” denotes the transpose. Moreover I and J are the identity 
matrix and the all one matrix of degree n, respectively. 
In the remainder of this section we assume that f is a planar function 
and that G is an abelian group. 
Notation 2.3. Let x0, xi, . . . . xN (N=n - 1) be the irreducible (linear) 
characters of G. We may choose x,, so that x0 = l,, the principal character 
of 6. Moreover we put 
d!“)= x;s xi (,t’) 
i 
if Sa#d, 0 1 (O<i<N, ~EH) 
0 if S,=qk 
LEMMA 2.4. The following hold. 
(i) dg’= IS’,\ and 
(ii) For i#O, 
(Here d denotes the complex conjugate of dE C) 
Proof Since G is abelian and +(x) is a permutation matrix for each 
x E G, there exists a unitary matrix U of degree n such that 
x0(x) 
Xl(X) 0 
u-‘l&x) u= . . 
. . 
0 XT&) ‘/ 
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for each x E G (cf. [3, Theorem 3.6.141). Hence 
d:’ 
di”’ 0 
U-‘D,U= U-V(x) u= 
z . . 
0 i. 1 d;’ 
for each CIE H. Since $(x-l) = e(x)’ and $(x) = I&X), U-’ 0: U= 
(U-l D, U). Here the overbar denotes taking the complex conjugate of a 
matrix. By’Corollary 2.2, 
b 0. r 
b l,T 0 
. . 
0‘ . b,, 
U-‘(J-I)U 
if 7=1, 
otherwise. 
Here 4, =LH , d!‘“) d!“) and c. = C 
x E G, dg’= IS,1 and so’ 
I,1 aEHdjz(r)dja). As x0(x)=1 for all 
bo,,=co,,= c I&A ISA 
CLEH 
Applying Corollary 2.2 of [4] to this we obtain 
bo,, = co,= = 
2n- 1 if z=l, 
n-l otherwise. 
On the other hand, the eigenvalues of rJ+ sZ(r, s E C) are s((n - 1) - ply) 
and nr + s for r and s in C. Therefore, 
b,, = ci,r = 
I 
n-1 if r=l, 
-1 otherwise. (i#O) 
We now define n x n matrices Mi (0 < i< N = n - l), the rows and columns 
of which are indexed by the elements of H in an arbitrary but fixed order, 
(Mi), B = &-‘fi) (01, BE H). 
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PROPOSITLON 2.5. The following holds. 
if i=O, 
otherwise. 
ProoJ By definition of Mi, we have 
where z = p-‘a. Hence 
if i= 0, 
otherwise. 
Similarly we have ((M, (III~)~)~,~ = CGEH di.” diT6), where 5 = fi-‘a. There- -- 
fore &Ii (Mi)’ = (Mi)’ Mi by Lemma 2.4. Thus we have the proposition. 
THEOREM 2.6. Let notations be as in 2.3. Assume that H is abelian and 
let pO(=lH)? PI, . . . . pN be the irreducible (linear) characters of H. Set 
zi,j- -CasH d i.“pj (CC). Then, 
(i) ~~,~=n, and z~,~=O (i#O). 
(ii) For j#O, ziiq=n. 
ProoJ Since zi,* = C,, H dy’ = ~:,,,x~(x), (i) holds (cf. [3, 
Theorem 4.2.11). 
Let U be the character table of H, the columns of which are indexed by 
the elements of H in the same order as before: 
u,j=Pj (a) (aEH,O<j<N). 
Then 
(Mi. U),j= 1 djMm-‘o)pj (/I) = pi (a) 1 dI”-‘B’pj (a-lb) 
BEff PEH 
= Pj (a) C diY’Pj (Y) = Pj (a)Zi. j. 
).EH 
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From this Mi U = U. L, where 
zi, I 
Set Q = (l/,/k) U. Th en, Q(Q)’ = (l/n) U( 0)’ = I (cf. [3, Theorem 4.2.21). 
Similarly Q)‘Q = 1 and hence Q is a unitary matrix. By the above result we 
obtain Q-‘Mi Q = L. Hence 
Q-‘(MJ~)‘)Q= L,?= 
where kj= ziiq. On the other hand, it follows from Proposition 2.5 that 
the eigenvalues of (n - 1) J+ n1 are n ((n - 1) - ~14’) and n*, and also 
z,,& = .*. Thus qi ZO, j = n for j# 0. Similarly zi,OZi,O =0 and zj, j Zi,i = n 
for i#O and j#O. 
Remark 2.7. Each element zi,i is an algebraic integer contained in the 
cyclotomic field generated by xi (G) and pj (H). 
3. SOME APPLICATION TO THE CASE rz= 3p 
In this section we prove the following. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let G and H be abelian groups of order 3p with p a 
prime. If there exists a planar function from G into H, then p = 3. 
It suffices to consider the case that p > 5. In particular we may assume 
that G = H= Z,, n = 3p. Here Z, = Z/nZ = (0, 1, . . . . n - 1) (mod n). 
Let [ be a primitive n th root of unity and set ~9 =c3, o = 5”. Clearly 0 
and o are primitive pth and cubic roots of unity, respectively. Furthermore 
set xi (m) = <” and pi (m) = [j” for i, j, m E (0, 1, . . . . N= n - 1 }. Then 
{x0( = 1G)P x19 ...* x,,.,) and (pO( =lH), pr, . . . . pN} are the sets of all 
irreducible characters of G and H. respectively. We choose the numbering 
of the characters in order to define (zii> (cf. Theorem 2.6). Let notations be 
as in Theorem 2.6. 
Set Yi (X)=Cts,4, x’ for each iE (0, 1,2), where Ai= UO~m~p~., S3m+i. 
Then yo(@)=dlPk)+d$z+ ... +dt;-3), y,(e”)=dG)+d:P,,+ . . . +dI”,-*) 
and y2(@)=d$$)+dg)+ ... +d$‘-” for kelp- (0). 
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The proof of Theorem 3.1 is divided into several steps below. 
LEMMA 3.2. Set y0 = yO(tik), y, = yl(ek), y2 = y2(ek), and z = y0 + yz” + 
y202. Then ZZ = n. 
Proof. By Theorem 2.6, ~~~,~Z3k, = n. On the other hand - L 3k. .o = 
Iz mEHd$;)p P (m)=C,.Hd~)w”=y,+1’1~2=7 Hence zF=n. -. 
LEMMA 3.3. The following hold. 
0) Y~+Y~+Y~=O and?o,y1,~2EzCU 
(ii) yojJo+y11’,+y2’y2=2p andyo?il+y172+y2~o= -p. 
Proof. Since d$‘=C reSm~3k(r)=CrGsm (f3k)r, we have d$J)EH[BJ for 
each rn~H and so yo,y1,y2~Z[0]. Moreover yo+y1+y2=CmEHdg)= 
c 0 i r $ )? _ 1 tIkr = 0. Therefore (i) holds. 
By Lemma 3.2, n=z.F=6,+6,w+6,&, where 60=y0~0+yl~l+y21/2, 
61=y072+y170+y21)1,~~71, and b2=yoj71+y172+y270. From this (60-62-n)+ 
(6, - 6,)co = 0 as 02= -o- 1. 
Assume 6, # 6,. Then o = (6, - 6, - n)/(s, - 6,) E Q(6) and so 
dim,(Q(o, 0))=dim,(Q(B))=p- 1. (Here Q is the field of rational 
numbers.) However, dim&Q(&)) = n - p - 2 = 2p - 2 > p - 1 as we is a 
primitive nth root of unity. This is a contradiction. Thus 6, = ~5~ and so 
6,-6,-n=o. 
By (i), 0=6,+6,+6,=6,-,+(6,-n) + (6,-n). Hence 6,= (4)2n= 2p, 
and 6, = 6, = 6, - n = 2p - 3p = -p. Thus (ii) holds. 
LEMMA 3.4. Set m,=dr)+db))+ . . . +dgp3), m,=df)+dh4’+ ... + 
dr-l), and m,=dh2)+db5)+ ... +d, (n-1) Then the foifowitzg equations . 
hold. 
(i) m,+m,+tn,=n andm~+m~+m:=(n2+2n)/3. 
(ii) m,ttz,m, # 0 (mod p). 
ProofI By Lemma 2.4(i), d, (k)=lSkl and so m,+m,+m,=~G[=tz. 
Set z = .qp. Then z = C ke H dhk’p,(W = m, + m, o + mZo2. By 
Theorem 2.6 (ii), n = zF= rni + rn: + rnz + (m,m, + m1m2 + m*m,,)(cu + 02) 
= (m,+m,+m,)2-3(nz,m,+m,m,+ttz2m,) = n2-3(m,m,+m,m,t 
m2m0) and so morn, + rnIrn2 + m,m, = (n’- n)/3. Hence rni + rn: + rn$ = 
n2 - 2(n2 - n)/3 = (n’ + 2n)/3. Thus (i) holds. 
By (i), m,+m,+m,~m~+m~+m~~0 (modp). If morO (modp), 
then m,+m,=m~+m~~O (modp). From this tn,rm,~m2~0 (modp). 
However, this forces p2 1 (rni + rn: + rn:) = (n2 + 2n)/3 = p(3p + 2), a 
contradiction. Thus m, # 0 (mod p). Similarly m, ~ m2 # 0 (mod p). 
481115Zil.10 
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LEMMA 3.5. p = 1 (mod 12). 
ProoJ: Solving m2 and substituting it in rn: in Lemma 3.4(i), we 
have (m, - p)’ + (mO - p)(ml - p) + (m, - p)’ =p. Hence the equation 
x2+x)‘+ y2=p has integral solutions. Moreover x2fxy+ y’ is a 
primitive quadratic form with discriminant D = - 3. Hence p 3 1 (mod 3) 
by Theorem 2.7.7 of [8]. Furthermore, by Bruck-Ryser’s Theorem, p = 1 
(mod 4) as it = 3p and 3 E - 1 (mod 4). Thus we have the lemma. 
Set I= {0, 1,2) and J= (0, 1, . . . . p- l}. By the definition of l’i and 
mi (i E I), we have the following. 
LEMMA 3.6. For each i. E I and r E J, denote by ey) the number of elements 
CEA~ such that c=r (modp). Then yi(eli)=CO~r~F--e~)ekr and 
mi=Co.,.,-, ey)for iEIand kE J- (0). 
LEMMA 3.7. Suppose k E J- (0) and set yi= yi (0’) for each ie I. Then 
yijjj=jJjyj and (yi- oyi)(yi- 0~~) = (yi-o.?~~)(y,- wzyj) =p for any 
distinct i and j ic I. 
Proo$ By Lemma 3.3(i), y2 = -yO -yr. Substituting this into the equa- 
tions obtained in Lemma 3.3(ii) gives 
Hence y,,~r = ToyI and so yOjJO + yOy, + ylyl = p. Therefore (ljO - oy,) 
(y. - WY,) = (y,, - 02y,)(y, - w2y,) = p. Similarly, the lemma holds for each 
i, jEI, i#j. 
LEMMA 3.8. Set a,=ey), b,=ei” and c, = e!‘) for each I E J. Then 
a,+b,+c,=3. 
Proof By Lemmas 3.3(i) and 3.6, Cisl xrcJ ep’8’ = 0. Hence 
LJ ccc&) @=C reJ (ei” + et’) + ey))tY= 0. As 8 is a primitive pth 
root of unity, there exists a nonnegative integer c such that 
e!O’ + el’) + ey) = c for any r E J. On the other hand, CislCrel ep) = 
CierlAil =n. Hence p.c=n and so c=3. 
LEMMA 3.9. Denote by A the set of all i E J- { 0} such that i is a square 
in themuItiplicatiuegroupZ,-{(8}. Then (yo(0)-yl(8)-w)/(yo(6’)-y,(@)o) 
is a unit in Q(<)for each iEA. 
ProoJ: By a theorem of number theory (cf. [8, p. 337, Problem 14]), p 
has the factorization p = (Yr9Z)p- ’ in O(i), where 9’r and pZ are distinct 
prime ideals. 
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Let A be the Galois group of Q(i) over Q and B the subgroup of A 
fixing Q(o) element-wise. Then A = (z, p) r Z, x Z,_ i and B= (p> E 
z P--l, where CT = cp” and i” = C3’+’ for some s E J. Set c = p2. Then 
.5’: = P1 and 9; = $ as A induces a permutation group on {Pr, P2 ). 
Now weset (yo(6j-o~~1(8))=~‘;~~,c+d=p-1.Then(y,(8)-uy,(8jju’ 
= (yo(P’) - oyl(P’)) = (9f)c(9;‘jd = 9,59$. Hence (l),,(e) - o . rr(0)) = 
(y,JB’) - ql(O,)) as ideals for any iE A. By Lemma 3.7, Il,(@) - oy,(@) f0. 
Hence the lemma holds. 
LEMMA 3.10. Let iE A and set 5 = (yo(0) - wy,(8))/(y,(Bi) - ql(@)). 
Then < = E(j) /jLL(ijgu(ij for some integers u(i) E J, u(i) E I and g(i) E ( f 11. 
Proof: By Lemma 3.7, \c”l = &/& = 1 for each element r in the 
Galois group of Q(i) over Q. It follows from Lemma 3.9 and Kronecker’s 
theorem that < E ( -[). 
LEMMA 3.11. Letai,fiiEZ[co]for jEJ. Zfa,+a,0+ ..I +a,-leppi= 
k+he-+- ... +fipplep-I; then CI,,--~~=CI~-~~= ,.. =r~,~,-p~-~. 
Proof: Set f(x) = (q - PO) + (5~~ - fii)x + ... + (c+i - pPP1)xP-“. 
Then f(e)=O. Since xp-’ + . . + x + 1 = (X - e)fx - e2) . . . (X - ep- l j is 
irreducible over ~(uj, we have the lemma. 
One can verify the following lemma easily. 
LEMMA 3.12. Let a, b, c, d, f E Z. Assume a - bo = (c - dco)o#. Then one 
of the following occurs. 
(i) a=c and b=d 
(ii) a=d and b+c+d=O 
(iii) b=c anda+c+d=O. 
LEMMA 3.13. Let iE A and set m= u(i) and f =u(i) and E= E(i). Then 
one of the following occurs. 
6) 
(.ii) Z, 
-a,+ii=&(a,-aai), b,,-b,+ii=E(bO-bi) for each jEJ. 
-a,+v=~(bo-bbi), b,,-b,,+,+&(a,-ai+b,-bj)=O for 
each j ~5 J.
(iii) b,-b,+ii=E(a,,-aj), a,-aa,+ij+&(a,-uaj+b,-bj)=O for 
each jE J. 
Proof By Lemma 3.10, CkEJ(ak-~bk)ek=~CjP,(aj--bj)oS8”+~. 
By Lemma 3.11, (a, - cob,) - (a0 - cobO)wf = (a,,+q - ub,+q) - 
(aj-cobj)wf for any jcJ. Hence (a,-a,+ti)-(b,-b,+ij)o= 
( (a0 - njj - (b, - b,)o} &of. Applying Lemma 3.12, we have the lemma. 
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LEMMA 3.14. (i) For each iE A there exists m =m(i) E J such that 
a,,~=ajamdb,+~=bjforallj~J. 
(ii) For each ie A there exists I= I(i) E J such that brcii = bj and 
c,+~= cj for all je J. 
ProojI Assume (ii) of Lemma 3.13. Then xjEJ (a, - a, + ii) = 
E cjEJ (b, - b,) and so pa,,, - m, = E(pb, - ml). Similarly, we have 
pb,-m,+E(pa,-m,,+pb,-m,)=O. Hence m,-m,=O (modp), 
contrary to Lemma 3.4. Therefore (ii) of Lemma 3.13 does not occur. 
Similarly, (iii) of Lemma 3.13 also does not occur. Assume E = - 1 in (i). 
Then a,+a,=aj+a,+i,. Hence p(am+ao)=~jEJ(aj+a,+ij)=2m,. 
From this, m0 - 0 (mod p), contrary to Lemma 3.4. Thus E = I and so 
O=CjeJ(a,-a,)+Cj,,(a,+ii -a,)=p(a,-aa,). Hence we have (i). By 
the same argument as in the proof of (i) we have (ii). 
Let L be the group of mappings T(i, k) 
z(i,k):xI-,ix+k 
with i E A, k E Z, acting naturally on Z,. Clearly L is a Frobenius group of 
order p(p - 1)/2 with a Frobenius kernel K= (~(1, k) 1 k E ZP}. Let N, and 
N2 be subgroups of L generated by all elements T(i, m(i)) and 
z( i, I( i))( i E A), respectively. 
LEMMA 3.15. The subgroups N, and N2 are Frobenius complements of L. 
Proo$ Suppose that N, is not a Frobenius complement. Then, as 
N, K = L, we have N, = L. However, this means that N, acts transitively 
on E, and so by Lemma 3.14(i) a, = a, = ... = up- ,, contrary to 
Lemma 3.4(ii). Thus N1 is a Frobenius complement. Similarly, Nz is also a 
Frobenius complement. 
Let {s}, 52, r be the N,-orbits on Z,(lO( = jr/ = (p- 1)/2) and let 
is’}, 52’, r’ be the N,-orbits on Z,(IQ’) = jr’1 = (p- 1)/2). Then, by 
Lemma 3.14, we have 
(i) a,=a, and b,=b, if u,t’EO or u, VET, and 
(ii) b,=b, and c,=c, if u,vEO’ or u, UE~‘. 
If s#s’, then (N,, N,)=L and so b,=b,= ... =bpeI, which forces 
m, E 0 (mod p), contrary to Lemma 3.4(ii). Thus we have the following 
lemma. 
LEMMA 3.16. There exist s E J and nonnegative integers k,, k,, k, such 
that m,=((p-1)/2)k,+a,, m,=((p-1)/2)k,+b,, m*=((p-1)/2)k,+c,. 
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LEMMA 3.17. k, = k, = kz = 2. 
ProoJ: By Lemmas 3.4, 3.8, and 3.16, 3p = m, + m, + m2 = ((p - 1)/Z) 
(k,+k,+k2)+3 and so k,+k,+k?=6. 
Suppose ki#2 for some i. Then ki + kf + k: 2 14. It follows from 
Lemma3.4 that p(3p+2)=m~+mf+m~=(p-l)‘/4=(k~+kf+k~)+ 
(p-1)(k,a,+k,b,+kzc,)+a~+b~+c~>~(p-1)2+3 and so p=13 by 
Lemma 3.5. Then p(3p + 2) = 13 x 41= 36(k: + kf + k:) + 12(k,a, + k, b, + 
k,c,)+af+bz+cf. Therefore af+bf+ca-5 (mod 12) and so (u,~, b,, c,}= 
(0, 1, 2). This implies that a system of equations 
x+y+z=6 
36(x2 + y2 + z’) + 12(x + 2y) + 5 = 533 
has nonnegative integral solutions. But we can easily verify that this is a 
contradiction. 
We now prove Theorem 3.1: 
Set ~=a,, y=b,, z= c,. Then, by Lemma 3.17, m,=p+ (x- l), 
r?z, = p + (y - 1) and mz = p + (z- 1). Applying Lemma 3.4(i), 3p2 + 2p = 
3p2+2p(x+y+z-3)+(x-1)2+(y-1)2+(s-1)2. Since x+y+z=3, 
we have 92x2+ y2+ z2 = 2p + 3. Hence p = 3, a contradiction. Thus the 
theorem holds. 
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